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Potential research that can be conducted using 3d human breast organoid models.
Credit: Lee, J. F., et al.
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The 3D human breast organoid model represents state-of-the-art
technology that "floats" patient-derived or stem cell-derived human
breast tissue in a gel-like substance known as the matrix. The model
improves the reproduction of native human breast tissue in a laboratory
setting and allows researchers to study the cellular and molecular
character of human breast tissue at various stages of development.

In a review paper in the journal Reproduction and Breeding, a team of
researchers describes current mammary organoid research and potential
studies that could be done using 3D breast organoid models.

"Many studies used mouse mammary glands to study the human
mammary gland, but the mouse mammary gland is very different from
human mammary glands in various aspects, such as development and
chemical signaling pathways," says Jenny Lee, lead author of the paper.
"Hence, human breast organoid models are needed to further understand
the human mammary gland, including processes associated with lactation
."

Previous studies have found that human breast organoid models form
structures characteristic of human breast tissue, maintain various
mammary gland cell subtypes, express important breast tissue protein
markers, and respond to hormone or drug treatments. For instance, a
study by Qu et al. revealed that the introduction of lactation medium
induced the expression of milk proteins within these organoids.

Sumbal et al. further extended these findings, demonstrating that
lactation medium not only induced potential milk production in breast
organoids but also established that the withdrawal of lactation medium
could trigger involution-like activity.

"By using 3D breast organoids, we can delve deeper into the intricate
cellular and molecular processes of lactogenesis, the post-pregnancy
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transformation of milk-secreting cell specialization and milk production,
as well as involution—the regression of the lactating mammary gland to
its pre-pregnancy state," says Lee.

The authors believe that breast organoids may even contribute to
refining human milk formula to cater to specific nutritional
requirements, ensuring the healthy growth of infants.

  More information: Jenny Lee et al, Human breast organoid models
for lactation research, Reproduction and Breeding (2023). DOI:
10.1016/j.repbre.2023.08.003
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